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Declarative (conscious)
Memory of information,

concepts, thoughts,
and episodes

Procedural (unconscious)
Memory to perform tasks and

procedures that
happen automatically

Long Term Memory

Working
Memory

10–30 seconds
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longer with
conscious thought

Rehearsal
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practice
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and manipulation of

information from other
areas of the brain
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Sensory
Memory
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Gone
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Touch
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Figure 4.5 A complete traditional model of the memory systems beginning with input
from the sensory system with a small amount of important information
transferring into working memory where information is manipulated until it
moves to permanent storage through the conscious declarative system or the
unconscious procedural system.
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Apply in new ways
Expand use
Learn more

IV. Active Experimention

Continue to use
Formalize

III. Abstract Conceptualization

Make adjustments
Talk it over
Form an opinion or
 preference

II. Reflective Observation

Read a book
Become a parent

I. Concrete Experience

Visit a new geographic area
Get a new piece of equipment

Write about it
Teach others 
Gain more expertise

Encourage others to follow
Active engagement 

Experiment
Make a plan
Try and reflect

Join an organization
Try a new exercise program

Meet a new colleague
Take a class

Figure 6.1 The adult learning cycle begins with an experience and may end with active
practice of a new skill or application of new learning.

becoming a parent, starting a new job, experiencing a seminar, going on a vacation,
having an accident, meeting a unique person, or reading a book, for example.
Following this personal concrete experience, there is a time for reflective observation.
Reflection and observation can take many forms individually or with others. It is a
time for talk, experimenting with new information, fitting it into what is already
known, and experiencing the “something new” within the context of one’s own life.

Each individual comes with what Mary Jane Even (1987) calls baggage barriers.
Adults carry baggage collected along life’s pathway that results from history, values,
finances, philosophies, physical abilities, beliefs, and education, to name a few. All
this background baggage affects how a new idea, concept, or skill will fit into the
adult’s life. This is the stage where the new learning is rejected, accepted, or could be
put on hold. Assuming it complements current needs in life and is not rejected
because of previous experience, it is conceptualized in abstract terms. This means, for
example, when teachers know how helpful it is for students to understand what kind
of learner they are, they fit the newly conceived ideas into future lessons. They look
for opportunities to tell students how to maximize learning. At the abstract concep-
tualization stage, adults consciously weave new information into action.

The fourth and final stage completes the cycle, as the new learning becomes a
part of the way things are done. Through active experimentation, an adult takes the
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aspire to develop habits of thinking about cognitive abilities in their students.
Students need help to understand how and why they need to engage their brains, so
they can react with their minds.
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Table 7.1 Characteristics of Expert Critical Thinkers Defined 

� Open-minded students listen carefully and evaluate fairly.
� Knowledgeable thinkers offer opinions based on facts and are honest if they lack information.
� Mentally active people consciously confront challenges and problems.
� Curious thinkers explore situations to penetrate the depth of the issues.
� Independent thinkers are not afraid to offer opinions that differ from the group.
� Skilled discussants can present and discuss ideas in an orderly and intelligent manner.
� Insightful students are able to move beyond the obvious to the issue.
� Self-aware individuals are aware of their biases and speak of them to others.
� Creative thinkers can move beyond established patterns and produce innovative responses.
� Passionate students strive to see situations and issues with more understanding and clarity.

Source: Adapted from Chaffee, 2009, p. 44.

Have you ever been startled by a friend’s remark that was really on target and

expressed with wisdom beyond what you thought was possible? Think about a time

you even surprised yourself with the depth of knowledge you had or the considerate,

knowing way you treated a situation. To understand what it is like to have expert

critical thinking skills, author John Chaffee (2009) provides characteristics of young

and older people when they show cognitive thinking capabilities.

[Provide a copy of Table 7.1 for each student. Leave space between each characteristic

for writing.]

Look at the first description, “Open-minded students listen carefully and evaluate

fairly.” Can you give an example of being open minded?

[Be prepared with an example of each characteristic if students do not come up with

one. Then, encourage their input. Record an example or two under each

characteristic. Finally, ask students to evaluate their responses.]

Take a look at these characteristics. Put a check mark for each one you do. Look at the

ones you would like to be able to do, and tell your partner or your small group what

you could do to develop that critical thinking skill. Talk also about why that particular

characteristic would be helpful for you to have.

WHAT CAN YOU TELL YOUR STUDENTS ABOUT 
BEING CRITICAL THINKERS?
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association loops to ensure better remembering. Before reading, students are asked for
one more prediction. They are asked if they think the piece will be easy, about right, or
hard to read. This final step provides a valuable prereading assessment for the teacher.

Think about the value of this type of preparation prior to reading. It is a process
that can be used for any reading assignment for any subject area. Teachers can provide
students with a copy of Table 8.2 and encourage them to follow a similar process when
they begin a new book or lengthy reading assignment on their own for any class.

128 Build the Brain for Reading, Grades 4–12
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Table 8.2 Instruction for the Complex Nature of Reading Comprehension

Prior to Reading

Examine the cover or title page

Learn about the author

Question the author’s authority

Review the table of contents

Speculate on what will be covered

Preparation for Reading

Build background information (use picture books, visual

aids, or media)

Take a walk through the text

Look at images, figures, and tables

Make and write predictions

Develop a vocabulary list

Decide reading difficulty (easy, about right, or hard)

During Reading

Stop and monitor questions

Visual aids (diagrams, tables, figures, timelines, mind mapping,
translation into everyday language, or questioning and answering in
a variety of formats)

Thinking maps (for example, circle, bubble, and tree and bridge maps)

Development discussions

Follow-Up to Reading

Review predictive questions

Analyze vocabulary

Learn from visual aids

Identify key learnings

Decide text difficulty level and why 
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